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Some tricks to make each of them to hate you!!! Isn't this just great?!
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1 - How to get Hiei to hate you

11- Throw him into an ice-cold lake and laugh at him

10- Make ALL his clothes bright pink

9- Kiss him (I mean a real BIG kiss)

8- Play a game of truth or dare and dare Kurama to lift him by the boxers.

7- Tell him that he's the worst fighter in the worlds (there are 3)

6- Slap him across the face in front of all the others

5- Play a game of truth or dare and make him french Kuwabara or Yusuke

4- Tell him that Kurama and Yukina are more then simple “friends” (dirty thoughts)

3- Steel his Katana and break it in front of him

2- Make him belive that you've killed Yukina and that you've made sure to make her suffer a lot

1- Disguise as his mother and go to see him

Comming up soon: How to get Kurama to hate you

Please give me some ideas and comment!



2 - How to get Kurama to hate you

11- Tell him that flowers are the worst things that exists on earth

10- Piss the girls off (He'll hate this)

9- Paint his whole room in black

8- Colour all his clothes in black (non-removable)

7- Tell him that he looks like a girl

6- Tell him that the rose whip is a useless weapon

5- Tell him that he should wear dresses because it would fit soooo well

4- Make him read an R rated text about him and Hiei (dirty thoughts)

3- Play a game of truth and dare him to lift Hiei by the boxers

2- Tell him that he's just perfect for Hiei (gay way)

1- Tell him what you've told Hiei about him and Yukina (Read: How to get Hiei to hate you)

Coming up soon: How to get Yusuke to hate you

Please give me some ideas and comment!



3 - How to get Yusuke to hate you

14. Send him at school.

13. Tell him he's a very low class detective.

12. Beat him in a fist fight

11. Be a girl and do just above

10. Dare him to act like best friend with Kuwabara.

9. Act like Hiei and Kuwabara

8. Attack Keiko from behind and make her believe it's Yusuke.

7. Look at her slapping him across the face after doing the number above.

6. When he's about to use the spirit gun, yell “Watch out! The real enemy is disguise in Kuwabara.”
Then make him shoot on Kuwa.

5. Run away after he realise that it wasn't true and tries to shoot you instead.

4. Dodge the attack then laugh about him telling he has a bad aiming.

3. Tell him Botan's crazy about him.

2. Make Koenma send him on the most BORING mission ever.

1. Tell him Keiko is cheating him.... with Kuwabara.



4 - How to get Kuwabara to hate you

14- Make him look even more stupid then he already is

13- Make him go to school with Yusuke and sit next to him in class

12- Make him fall in front of everyone

11- Wake him up at 3:00 in the morning and when he asks you why you did it, tell him “You're too ugly
to sleep”

10- Do as above then laugh at his face

9- Tell him that his spirit sword would even he good to cut paper

8- Slap him across the face in front of everyone

7- Force him to be friend to Hiei

6- Dare him to hug Hiei (poor Hiei)

5- Dare him to tell Koenma he's in love with him (That's an evil dare *smirk*)

4- Laugh at him when he tries to do the dare but just can't make it to speak

3- Talk meanly about Yukina loud enough so he can hear you clearly

2- If he writes a letter to Yukina, rip it in his face

1- Tell him that Yukina hate's him more than everything and that she hate's humans because of him
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